
Activity Start by Finish by Comments
Call AU re: how to cancel cell phone 2015/5/28
Sort books into keep vs. donate 2015/5/28 2015/6/8 bring to R&R Conference Book Exchange
Try to sell car (to Successor? -> other ALTs? -> mechanic?) 2015/6/1 2015/6/30
Ask about when to submit "moving out notification" 2015/6/9 tenshutsu-todoke
Fill out pension Lump-Sum Withdrawal Payment form 2015/6/10 2015/6/30
Appoint tax representative 2015/6/10 emailed Supervisor to ask her on June 10
Ask about procedure for moving out of apartment (date? give notice?) 2015/6/15
Ask about procedure for cancelling water, gas, electricity, internet 2015/6/15
Advertise furniture for sale (if Successor doesn't want it) 2015/6/22
Ask JTE to write me a reference letter 2015/6/22
Start writing farewell speeches, letters 2015/6/22
Pay Local Inhabitant Tax, first half 2015/6/25 2015/6/30
Do major cleaning of apartment 2015/6/29 2015/6/30
Go to Seisou Centre to throw away large items 2015/6/29 2015/6/30
Send next box(es) of stuff home 2015/6/30 2015/7/31
Drop off unwanted clothes at City Recycling Drive 2015/7/5 2015/7/5
Pay Local Inhabitant Tax, second half 2015/7/20 2015/7/31
Submit "moving-out notification" 2015/7/27 2015/7/31 Within two weeks of moving date
Do final cleaning of apartment 2015/7/28 2015/7/31
Cancel cell phone 2015/7/31 2015/7/31 Have to go to store and cancel. Must pay cancel fee (9500yen).
Cancel water 2015/8/1
Cancel gas 2015/8/1
Cancel electricity 2015/8/1
Cancel internet 2015/8/1
Give Supervisor health insurance card 2015/8/1 immediately before leaving

Get statement of earnings for Jan-Aug 2015 2016/4/1 gensen choshu hyo
Mail pension Lump-Sum Withdrawal Payment package 2017/8/1

Source: http://fallingforjapan.wordpress.com

LEAVING JET CHECKLIST

LEAVE JAPAN -- 2015/8/1

*This checklist was made by me, a municipal ALT in Akita Prefecture, as a template only. Please note that this checklist may not be complete. I make no claims of accuracy.
*Different prefectures, COs, etc., may have different methods you should follow when leaving JET. Please adhere to the rules and time frames that are specific to your own situation.


